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Abstract 
In X-ray computer tomography (CT), convolution back projection is a fundamental algorithm for 
CT image reconstruction. As filtering plays an important part in convolution back projection, the choice of 
filter has a direct impact upon the quality of reconstructed images. Aim at improving reconstructed image 
quality, a new mixed filter based on the idea of “first weighted average then linear mixing” is designed in 
this article, denoted by R-L-MS-L. Here, R-L filter is relied on to guarantee the spatial resolution of 
reconstructed image and S-L filter is processed via 3-point weighted averaging to improve the density 
resolution, thus enhancing the overall reconstruction quality. Gaussian noise of different coefficients is 
added to the projection data to contrast the noise performance of the new and traditional mixed filters. The 
simulation and experiment results show that the new filter is better in anti-noise performance and produces 
reconstructed images with notably improved quality. 
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1. Introduction 
Today, the most popular CT technique is X-ray CT. Analytical reconstruction and 
iterative reconstruction are two basic techniques of CT image reconstruction. Convolution back 
projection is the key algorithm for analytical reconstruction. It has widely applied in commercial 
CT, as its good computational efficiency, good reconstructed image quality, and well parallel 
processing achievable by means of hardware [1, 2]. 
According to CT reconstruction principle, back projection is in nature painting the 
projection taken from a finite object space evenly back (projecting back) to each point gone 
through by X-ray in an infinite space, including points whose original pixel value is zero. 
Therefore, images reconstructed by back projection show obvious asteroid traces. A filter is 
needed at the output terminal in order to eliminate the asteroid traces and produce high-quality 
reconstructed images [3]. 
Common filters include R-L filter and S-L filter, using rectangular window and sinc 
window respectively. R-L filter is simple in form, easy to use, provides clear reconstructed image 
contours, and produces a high spatial resolution; however, it is affected by serious Gibbs effect  
[4]. S-L filter has a low oscillation response and displays some suppression effect on noises but 
its reconstruction quality is not as good as R-L filter when dealing with low-frequency band [5]. 
In an attempt to improve image reconstruction quality, scholars proposed some new 
filters and some mixed filters such as R-L and S-L mixed filter (denoted by R-L-S-L), R-L and 
NEW mixed filter，(denoted by R-L-NEW)[], etc. Mixed filters give consideration to both spatial 
resolution and density resolution of reconstructed images and have a good suppression effect 
upon noises [6, 7]. 
On the basis of the others, a new mixed filter denoted by R-L-MS-L is proposed using 
the idea of weighted average followed by linear mixing. After simulation analysis and 
experimentation, the new filter is proved to be strongly restraining oscillation in image 
reconstruction. Besides, its ant-noise performance is found improved. Thanks to the new filter, a 
good balance is struck between spatial resolution and density resolution for the image with a 
better reconstructed quality. 
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2. Design Principle of Filter 
Assuming the projection data after filtering is as follows: 
 
     , ,r r rp x p x h x                                                                                 (1) 
 
Where,  ,rp x   is the collected projection data,  rh x is the filtering function. 
The ideal filter function is obtained by inverse Fourier transform, and its expression is 
[8]:  
 
   exp 2r rh x i x d  


                                                                              (2) 
 
Where,   is the spatial frequency. Theoretically speaking, the frequency response of the filter 
shall be such that ( )H   .The ideal filter is infinite-frequency and divergent on the infinite 
integral interval.  
 
  2 2H d d   
 
 
                                                                           (3) 
 
In accordance with Paley-Wiener theorem, such an ideal filter is unachievable. 
However, in practical imaging operation, if the sensor has a sampling interval small enough, the 
high-frequency component of sampled project data would be minimal, if not close to zero. So, 
the ideal filter may be processed by windowing, as follow: 
 
( ) ( )H W                                                                                              (4) 
 
Where, ( )W   being a window function. Realization of filtering is essentially choosing 
the window function ( )W  [9]. 
In order to get the better reconstruction image resolution, the choice of window function 
should abide by certain principles: 
1) The width of the main lobe should be narrow, so as to obtain a steep transition zone; 
2) Relative to the main lobe, the maximum side lobe should be as small as possible, in 
order to improve the usual smooth degree and increase the stopband attenuation.  
But generally speaking, the window function which has high and narrow main lobe, its 
side lobe is also projecting. Therefore, in the actual, we can not blindly requires high resolution, 
otherwise it will cause serious Gibbs phenomenon. In addition, the choice of window function 
depends on the internal structure of workpiece and actual internal components and 
reconstruction requirements. The most typical filtering functions are R-L filter and S-L filter. 
 
 
3. Traditional Mixed Filters 
Reference [6] proposed the R-L-S-L filter that combines the feature of R-L and S-L 
filters, two commonly used filters. It improves spatial resolution while minimizing image 
oscillation. The impulse response (sample sequence) is: 
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Where, ( )R Lh nd  and ( )S Lh nd  are the spatial domain expression of R-L and S-L filters 
respectively, 1k  and 2k  are weighted coefficients, with 1 2 1k k  . 
Reference [7] proposed R-L-NEW filter by mixing R-L and NEW filter. It is expressed as 
below: 
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Where, ( )R Lh nd  and ( )NEWh nd  are the spatial domain expression of R-L and NEW 
filters respectively, 1k  and 2k  are weighted coefficients, with 1 2 1k k  .  
With respect to image reconstruction, we usually use two indices，spatial resolution and 
density resolution， to evaluate the reconstructed image quality. Here，spatial resolution is the 
ability to identify the smallest object on CT images.Density resolution refers to discriminating 
detected objects by means of image gray scale. Generally speaking, when the main lobe is 
higher and narrower, a better spatial resolution can be gain. The smaller the side lobe and the 
quicker the convergence, the higher the density resolution of the image would be. At a given set 
of projection data, the two indices are conflicting. Table 1 gives the width and amplitude 
(d=1mm) of the main lobe and the first side lobe expressed by spatial domain curves of the 
above filtering functions after Fourier transformation. Both mixed filters take 1 0.5k   and 
2 0.5k  . 
 
 
Table 1. Amplitude and width of the main lobe and the first side lobe 
Filter Main lobe 
height 
Main lobe 
width 
First side lobe 
height 
First side lobe 
width 
R-L 0.25 1.42 -0.101 0.389 
S-L 0.202 1.498 -0.067  0.232 
R-L-S-L 0.226 1.532 -0.084 0.227 
R-L-NEW 0.187 1.456 -0.051 0.201 
 
 
It is found from Table 1 that when the mixed filters give a better and balanced 
consideration to spatial resolution and density resolution of reconstructed images compared 
with traditional R-L and S-L filters. The R-L-NEW mixed filter is the best in table1. When 
comparing filters in the remainder of this article, we will compare a new mixed filter with the R-L-
New mixed filter.  
 
 
3.1. A New Mixed Filter 
When designing a new filter, we would attempt to give better consideration to both 
spatial and density resolutions so as to improve the overall reconstruction quality. 
Firstly, start out with S-L filter function to design a new filter function using the idea of 
weighted average. Its basic rationale is performing weighted average of the points in the 
neighborhood starting from null field filtering function and using signal and system 
viewpoints，so as to shorten the main lobe and diminish the side lobe and improve the density 
resolution at the expense of the spatial resolution. There is a certain restriction relationship 
between spatial resolution and density resolution. in view of the specific situation, choose the 
right priorities. In view of the specific situation, choose the right priorities. The appropriate 
emphasis will be determined In view of the specific circumstances [10, 11].  
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Classical S-L filter has the following sampling sequence: 
 
2 2 2
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                                                                (7) 
 
Theoretically, a translation in the spatial domain, when represented in frequency 
domain, is multiplication by an fluctuation factor 
2 /(2 1)i pk Ne   ; and when there are 2n-1 points in 
the spatial neighborhood for weighted averaging, it is expressed in frequency domain as below: 
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Where, N is the sampling frequency in the null field; 1
n
kk n
W

  is the normalized 
expression. kW  may be modified to suit specific situation. 
By the research, averaging has a smoothing effect on reconstructed images, but more 
than 3-point weighted averaging would distort and blur the edge of reconstructed images. We 
process S-L filter via 3-point weighted averaging, denoted by MS-L filter, whose sampling 
sequence is: 
 
( ) 0.2 ( ) 0.6 ( ) 0.2 ( )MS L S L S L S Lh nd h nd d h nd h nd d                                          (9) 
 
The corresponding time domain is represented as: 
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Figure 1 and 2 are the discrete distribution of the main lobe and the far side lobe of R-L 
and MS-L filtering functions respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Main lobe of R-L and MS-L in spatial 
domain 
Figure 2. Far side lobe of R-L and MS-L in 
spatial domain 
 
 
Figure 1 shows that the main lobe of R-L filter is higher and narrower, indicating good 
spatial resolution, but its side lobe is larger in amplitude and width, signifying severe Gibbs 
effect; while MS-L filter function produces a short and wide main lobe. Figure 2 shows that 
convergence effect of its far side lobe is not very well, indicating poor spatial resolution; while 
MS-L filter has higher rate of convergence, which helps suppress Gibbs effect and noises. It can 
be obtained by Figure 1 and Figure 2 that when designing a mixed filter, we may rely on R-L 
filter to guarantee the spatial resolution of reconstructed image and use MS-L filter to improve 
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the density resolution. The new mixed filter is denoted by R-L-MS-L. Its response function is as 
follow: 
 
1 2( ) ( ) ( )R L M S L R L M S Lh t k h t k h t                                                              (11) 
 
Where, 1 20, 0k k  , 1 2 1k k  . The value of 1k  and 2k  is adjustable. When 1 0k  , it 
becomes an R-L filter; when 2 0k   it becomes an MS-L filter. Its sampling sequence is: 
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4. Experimental Simulation and Result Analysis 
Parallel beam reconstruction is performed on 2D Sheep-Logan model [5] using 
respectively R-L filter, R-L-New mixed filter, and the filter designed in this article. In order to 
evaluate reconstructed image quality in the presence of noises, Gaussian noise with 5% 
intensity are added into the projection data, the mean and variance being 0 and 1 respectively. 
Figure 3 shows the original Shepp-Logan model and its gray curve of line 128.  
Figure 4-6 show reconstructed results of R-L, R-L-New, and R-L-MS-L filter and their respective 
gray curve of line 128. 
 
 
 
(a) Model 
 
(b) Gray curve of line 128 
 
Figure 3. Original model 
                   
 
(a) Reconstructed result 
 
(b) Gray curve of line 128 
 
Figure 4. Reconstructed result of R-L filter 
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(a) Reconstructed result 
 
(b) Gray curve of line 128 
 
Figure 5. Reconstructed result of R-L-New filter 
                            
                
 
(a) Reconstructed result 
 
(b) Gray curve of line 128 
 
Figure 6. Reconstructed result of R-L-MS-L filter 
                                
 
By comparing Figure 3 to Figure 6, we find that the new filter performs better than R-L 
filter and R-L-New filter in that its reconstructed image is not only smoother but also closer to 
the original image. 
For the sake of evaluating reconstructed image quality of different filters in a more 
objectively manner, we use two evaluation functions, namely normalized mean square distance 
d and normalized mean absolute distance r [12]. They are expressed by: 
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Where, vut ,  and vur ,  are respectively the test model and the pixel density of various 
reconstructed points. 

t  is the average  value of test model density. d is sensitive to the great 
error of a few points, as a great error of individual points may lead to a great d value. Whereas r 
reveals sensitively the small errors of more points. Images reconstructed by different filters are 
assessed using the above two distance indices. The assessment results are given in Table 2. 
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The results indicate that the new filter performs generally better and reconstructs higher quality 
image under the same noise condition. 
 
 
Table 2. Normalized distances of three filters under the same noise intensity 
Filter 
5% intensity 10% intensity 
d r d r 
R-L filter 0.4818 0.5992 0.8331 1.1182 
R-L-New Filter 0.4191 0.4949 0.6496 0.8279 
R-L-MS-L Filter 0.3738 0.4094 0.5125 0.6258 
 
 
What needs illustrating is the choice of 1k  and 2k  in Equation 11. As 1 2 1k k  , we 
study the influence of 1k  to R-L-MS-L filter function by  selecting different 1k  values to 
reconstruct. The relationship between 1k  and normalized mean square distance is shown in 
Figure 7. It can be seen that the best value of 1k  is 0.7 or so to be better inhibiting oscillation 
and noise. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. The relationship between 1k  and normalized mean square distance 
 
 
FDK reconstruction is performed on 360 pictures of 1024*1024 rocket motor model 
projection data acquired by the lab. Figure 8 shows the sinogram of the reconstruction data. 
Figure 9(a) and 9(b) are the 150th slice image reconstructed by R-L-New filter and the new 
filter. It is readily seen that the image reconstructed by R-L-MS-L filter has clearer details and 
better image quality. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. The sinogram of reconstruction data 
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(a) R-L-New 
 
(b) R-L-MS-L 
 
Figure 9. Comparison of FDK using different filters 
 
     
5. Conclusion 
In this article, we design a new filter named R-L-MS-L filter, based on the idea of 
weighted averaging and linear mixing. Experimentation and simulation show that R-L-MS-L filter 
does better in image reconstruction than traditional filters, because it not only strongly restrains 
the oscillation in image reconstruction but also has better noise immunity. The new filter 
improves the image density resolution significantly while ensuring the spatial resolution of the 
reconstructed image. Good reconstruction results are achieved both in 2D CT reconstruction 
and 3D CT reconstruction. 
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